Company overview

Fleet & network
COMPANY OVERVIEW

- AIR freight
  - 2 medium range & 1 long range WB freighters
  - Belly capacity

- Cargo handling
  - Cairo A/P
    - Cairo complex
    - Perishable center
  - Alexandria Terminal
    - 44 Airlines
  - Luxor Terminal
    - 18 Airlines
    - 12 Airlines

- More than 1300 Employees
Served Airlines

Cairo cargo complex
Current Cairo complex layout

Area of 55000 M² with a storage capacity of 120000 tons

Future vision complex

Total added area + 41% of current storage area
Cairo cargo complex

Terminal Facilities:
- Area 55000 M² with a storage capacity of 120000 tons.
- Mechanized Palletization System
- Electronically scales
- Cold storage from -20 up to +10 °C
- Safe rooms for valuables
- Chemical storage
- Dangerous goods storage
- Radioactive materials store
- X-Ray screening facilities for export cargo are available

Warehouse Facilities & Equipment

Acceptance Area
Import warehouses

CCTV
Warehouse Facilities & Equipment

30 Docking Stations

X-RAY DUAL VIEW
New building for services

Better Customer service by gathering stakeholders in one location so that procedures & related activities are performed in due time.

Perishable center-Cairo airport

- Cooling area 4000 M²
- Capacity 320 tons per 6 hours (144 pallet positions)
Alexandria cargo terminal
Borg El-Arab

Terminal Facilities:
- storage capacity of 20,000Tons per year
- Refrigerators
- Dangerous goods storage
- storage Extended platform with total length 50m & 4m width
- Valuable safe room

Luxor airport terminal

Cargo facilities:
- Storage area of 5000 Meter Square with capacity of 20,000Tons per year
- Dedicated Perishable area.
- Valuable Store area.
- X-ray equipment.
Certificates

- Air operator certificate
- Cargo facility certificate
- Dangerous goods operator certificate
- IOSA Operator since 2004
- ISAGO Operator
- EASA TCO operator since 2015
- Regulated Agent (RA3) (Cairo Complex/Perishable Terminal/Borg El-Arab/Luxor) since 2014.
- Air Cargo or mail Carrier carrying Cargo and Mail into the European Union - (ACC3) since 2014.

Market position – Market leader

Market share FY 2017 / 2018

- Market Share FY 2017/2018 - Export
  - CACC: 32%
  - MS: 62%
  - AF: 6%

- Market Share FY 2017/2018 - Import
  - CACC: 26%
  - MS: 66%
  - AF: 8%
Egyptair Cargo fleet

2 A300-600F with 44 tons payload

- 3 x A330-200
  - Phase in 4th August 18
- Phase in 3rd June 19

- 2x B738
  - Phase in 2020

A330-200 P2F

- 60 TONS PAYLOAD
A330-200 p2f

Powered cargo loading system
EgyptAir Airlines is serving 58 cities - belly capacity
Freighter network

Charter service provider  24/7
Charterflights.cargo@egyptair.com

Thank you